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Spin-Lattice Relaxation in the Rotating Frame: Weak-Collision Case
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A comprehensive theoretical expression for the spin-lattice relaxation time in the rotating frame Tj, is
derived for the case of weak collisions. Starting from the laboratory-frame dipolar Hamiltonian and retaining
both secular and nonsecular terms, the doubly-rotating-frame Hamiltonian is determined and the relaxation
expression derived, using standard density-matrix techniques. In limiting cases the derived expression re-
duces to established forms, including the normal expression for Ti. An experimental measurement of the
angular dependence of T» is described and the data for the sample of tetramethyl-ammonium iodide shown.
The theoretical curve is in good agreement with the experimental data.

where o and k are unit vectors. H, makes an angle t& with

Ho where

tane= II&/(IIo (~h )j—= II&/ho (2)

I. INTRODUCTION

"UCLKAR magnetic resonance has proved to be a
very useful tool for the investigation of molecular

and atomic motions. The motions are monitored by
their effect on the nuclear resonance linewidth or the
spin-spin relaxation time T2 and the spin-lattice relaxa-
tion time T1. The usual T1 measurements at fields of the
order of 10 kG are amenable to a weak-collision theory
and are interpreted by means of the well-known relaxa-
tion treatment of Bloembergen, Purcell, and Pound. '

I.ow-field relaxation due to slow motion, i.e.,
r,& T2R L, where T2R.L. is the rigid lattice T2 and 7, is
the motional correlation time, cannot be explained by
means of the B.P.P. theory. This case has been treated
in both the laboratory and the rotating frames in a
recent series of papers by Slichter and Ailion, ' 4 em-

ploying a strong-collision approach. A weak-collision
theory is still valid for low fields, in both the rotating
and laboratory frames provided 7,(&T2R L

In the rotating frame the effective held H, is given by

perature enables r, to be determined in appropriate
cases.

II. THE HAMILTONIAN

The laboratory-frame Hamiltonian is given by

hK= MC, +hBC,&+h3ed,

hBC, = yhIIo Q„I—„„

(3)

+2
hg(& (~)

—P C&m&F&ttt&g &ttt& (6)

The A&"& are spin operators, F&"&(/) time-dependent
functions of the position coordinates, and the C( )

constants. They have the properties

g (m) g (—m) f P(m) P{—m)+ Q(m) C(—m)

The dagger and asterisk denote the Hermitian conju-
gate and the complex conjugate, respectively.

3 &'& =I~,l —-'(I +Iq +I„lq+),
2 (') =l„,l,++I „+I„,
g(2) I +I +

h+ t= —phil P e tlzmtI eirz&at (3)

Following the notation of Abragam' the random dipolar
interaction is written

The spin lattice relaxation time in the rotating
frame T1p is the characteristic decay time of the mag-
netization along H, . Using the same nomenclature the
transverse or spin-spin relaxation time in the rotating
frame is designated T2, .

A theoretical expression for T1, as a function of 0 is
derived for the weak-collision case. When 8 becomes
zero the expression agrees with the normal form for T1.
The angular dependence is compared with experimental
data. The theoretical expression for T1, together with
experimental T& and Tr, (0=90') data at the same tem-

where I+ and I are the raising and lowering operators,

I+=I,+zI„, I =I,—zI„;
C&o& =y'h C"' = —3p'h/2 C&'& =—3y h/4. (8)

F&'& = (1—3 cos'P, )r„,—',
F&"= (sinPoq cosP„q)e 'q~q r„q ',
F& & = (slIl Pttq)e qqq rttq

Calculation of the relaxation time in the rotating
frame requires knowledge of the appropriate Hamil-
tonian. The laboratory-frame expression is transformed
in three steps. The usual transformation procedure in-
volving the unitary operator e' ""gives the resonance
rotating frame Hamiltonian. A new set of axes is chosen
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' N. Bloembergen, E. M. Purcell, and R. V. Pound, Phys. Rcv.
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in the rotating frame with z' along H, and x' in the Ho,
IIj plane. Finally a transformation into the frame ro-
tating at velocity co, about H, is accomplished using the
operator e'I*'"', i.e., into the doubly rotating frame. '
Time-dependent terms are normally discarded from the

rotating frame Hamiltonian, i.e., those arising from the
nonsecular part of the laboratory frame expression.
Since all relaxation mechanisms are to be taken into
account it is imperative that the complete Hamiltonian
be retained in this case. The 6nal expression is:

h3Cd' k——C&'&F&'&[(1 3—cos'8)A &"'—
2 (sing cos8) (A &'&'e'""+A ' "e t~")

2 (Sjn2g) (A (2) trt2(d rt+ A ( 2) 0 (2(ue )jt+ C
(1)F

(1)04!art[�

(Sjn2g)A (0) + (COS (0g) C&&S (1g) )A (1) '&i&set

—(sin(-,'8) sin(-,'8))A' "'e '~"—(sing cos'(-.'8))A&"'e"""+(sing sin'(-,'8))A' 2)'e '2~'tj

+C( 1)F( 1)e
talpt[ (Sjn2g)A (0) (Sjn($8) Sjn (1g))A (1) ettart+ (COS '(28) COS (1g))A ( 1) tr t(art

+ (S&ng S&n2 (18))A (2) tri2alrt (Sjng C()S2(18))A ( 2) e i2al jrt+C(2)F(2)ei2oltt

X [(sin'8)A &'&'+ (sing cos'(-'8) )A &'&'e'""—(sing sin'(-', 8) )A ' '&'e '""
+ (COS4 (1g) )A &2) et2(ap t+(Sjn4 (18))A ( 2) 0 i2al r]4+ C ( 2)F( 2)e i2&gt t

X [(sin'8)A "'—(sing sin'(-,'8) )A "'e'~"+ (sing cos'(-,'8) )A & "'e '~'

+ (Sjn4(lg) )A (2) e(2' rt +(COS4(18) )A ( 2) e 42ldrtj (10)

The 2( " represent the spin operators defined with respect to the x', y', z' system of axes compared with the
original x, y, z of the laboratory frame. The F( ) and C&") components remain unchanged.

Inspection of the above expression shows the relevant frequencies for spin-lattice relaxation to be +co„&2co„
~ ({00+{04), ~ ({00—{0.), ~ ((do+20)r), ~ ({00—240r), ~ (2{00+{0r)t ~ (2{00—{0.), ~ (2{00+2{0,), and & (2(00—2(d,) . The
calculation of the relaxation time is carried out using the density-matrix master-equation procedure.

III. SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION

Assuming an isotropic random motion of the spins, the correlation function G&"'(r) of F&"&(t) is defined'

&F'"'(()F'"'*(~+ )) =G'"'( )

G(r) is assumed to be an even function of r and independent of t, i.e., G(r) is real. The spectral density J& & (r)
corresponding to G&"&(r) is real and even and given by

J(m) ({0)— G(m) (T)0 ia rd—
Using the standard commutation relations between the components of angular momentum and the high-tempera-
ture approximation for the density matrix the doubly-rotating-frame Hamiltonian (10) yields for the t&vo-spin
case (rigorously for spin —,')

1
22I(I+1)(14 (C&0&)2[(9)4)(sjn28 cos2g) J (0& ((0 )+ (9)4) (sin48) 1&0& (2{0 )g

Tg p

+ (C"')'[(cos'(-', 8) cos'(28) )I"& ({00+{0,)+ (sin'(-'8) sin'(-', 8))I")(td0 —td,)+4(sjn'8 cos'(-'8))J&'& ({00+2{d)

+ 4 (sin'8 sin'(-', 8) )J"' ((00—2{0,)J+ (C&'&)'[(sin'8 cos'(-', 8) )J&'& (2{00+(0,)+ (sin'8 sin'(-'8) )J"& (2(00—{0,)

+4(cos'(-,'8) )J&'& (2(00+2(0,)+4(sjn'(-'8) )J&'& (2{0{)—2{0,)j}. (11)

This expression can be immediately generalized to the case when a large number of spins interact provided their
motions are independent.

The correlation function G&")(r) is normally assumed to be of the form

G(m) (r) (F(m) (t)F(m)0(r)) 0
—)r~/r,

where r, is the correlation time. 7, is further assumed to be the same for all the random functions where

J'm'({0) = (F'"&(i)F&"'*()l))2r (1+{0'r')-'
and

J"':J"':I"'=
I
&F"')1I

':
I
&F"')4I

':
I
&F"')1I

'= 6 :1:4
' A. Abragam, Ref. 6, p. 517 ff.
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The expression (11) for Ti„becomes

3 Tc rc
=X — (sin'8 cos'8) + (sin'8)

2 1+co,'T,2 1+4m),2T,'

+ (cos'(-', 8) cos-'(~8) )———-- + (sin2(~38) sin'(~8) )———
1+(~o+& ) r 1+ (&'0—~.) r.

+ (sin'8 cos4 (-,'8) ) + (sin'8 sin'(-', 8))
1+ (2&op+(u~) rP'1+(2(op —u~) r~

Tc Tc
+4 (sin'8 cos4(-,'8) )— + (sin'8 sin'(~~8) )—

1+ (coo+ 2(v )'r.' 1+ ((oo—2(u,)'r '

Tc
+(cos'(28)) + (sin'(28) ) - — (12)

1+ (2uo+2cv )~r,2 1+ (2coo—2', )~r

This compares with the normal expression for Tl

1—=E
Tl

+
1+cop2TP 1+Wp2r 2

(13)

the It's being identical constants. Equation (12)
becomes identical with Eq. (13) when 8 becomes zero,
i.e., col becomes zero or (d, becomes infinite. For rapid
motion, i.e., co'r, '&(1, both expressions reduce to 5KT„
Tl, being independent of 8 and equal to Tl.

Normally T» is determined at exact resonance (i.e. ,
8= 90') and with ~i&(&oo. Under these conditions
Eq. (12) becomes

1 3—=A.
~1p

TQ Tc Tc-+-— —+-
1+leo@ rc 2 1+cvp Tc 1+~/ Tc

14

10
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FIG. 1. T1 p versus 8 in tetramethylammonium iodide at 22'C.
The circles denote the experimental data while the curve which is
6tted'at 8=0' y 90' shows the predicted theoretical dependence.
H&=3 G and the rf frequency 30 MHz.

This is identical to an expression quoted by Look and
Lowe '

An experiment has been carried out to test the va-
lidity of the derived expression for the angular depend-
ence of Tl, . Under the experimental conditions
cv,'r, '&(1, ~p r, )1, and cv,&&cop the relevant expression
from Eq. (12) becomes

1 1+~ sin'8 4—3 sin'0
=ET, 2 sin'8+ +

~l p 1+cop T, 1+4cop r,

IV. EXPEMMEÃTAL

The apparatus used in this experiment is essentially
the same as that previously described. ' The rf field Hl
of 3 G was s~itched on with the main field-off resonance
by hp. The magnetization Mp precesses about H„a
component Mp cos8 aligning itself along H. in a time of
approximately T~. For large rf fields, i.e., Hl&&HI.
(where Hz is the local nuclear dipolar field) the dipolar
contribution to T~, is ~ T2~ (1—3 cos'8) '~." This
reAects the behavior of the erst term of the doubly-
rotating-frame Hamiltonian PEq. (10)$, the secular com-
ponent disappearing when 8=cos '(1/VS), the "magic
angle. "The longitudinal magnetization decays with the
time constant T», the progress of the decay being exa-
mined by means of the free induction signal following the
termination of the rf pulse. In this experiment T2p«T1,
and did not complicate the interpretation.

All the experiments were carried out at room tem-
perature (22'C). The material used was a solid (powder)
sample of tetramethylammonium iodide obtained from
K k K Laboratories, Plainview, New York. Proton re-

8 D. C. Look and I. J. Lowe, I'ourth Omnibus Conference on
the Experimental Aspects of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spec-
troscopy, Mellon Institute, Pittsburgh, 1963 (unpublished).' G. P. Jones, D. C. Douglass, and D. W. McCall, Rev. Sci.
Instr. 36, 1460 (1965).' W. I. Goldburg and M. Lee, Phys. Rev. Letters 11, 255
(1963).
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laxation in the ammonium halides is thought to be
due to reorientation of the ammonium ion" "and in an
analogous manner the relaxation in this case will be due
to reorientation of the tetramethylammonium ion.
Methyl group rotations will be very rapid at room tem-
perature and their contribution to the relaxation time
negligible. The ionic motion results in a sample T2 of
approximately 40 psec at 22'C. T1, was determined for
ho's ranging from 0 to 8 G (from 90 to 20') at an rf fre-
quency of 30 MHz. T& was also determined at this fre-
quency using the 180'—90' pulse sequence.

The Tq, (8=90') minimum occurs at approximately
—30'C while the Tq(30 MHz) minimum occurs above
room temperature. The 8 dependence of T», at room
temperature should therefore be given by Eq. (15). A

plot of Tl„versus 8 is shown in Fig. 1.The experimental
data are indicated by circles, the circle at 8=0' being
the T& point. Using the experimental data for Tip
(8=90') and T~(30 MHz) and substituting in Eq. (15)
gives a ~, and E of 1.85)&10 ' sec and 2.29X10"sec ',

"A. H. Cooke and L. E. Drain, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London)
A65, 894 (1952).

"H. S. Gutowsky, G. E. Pake, and R. Bersohn, J. Chem. Phys.
22, 643 (1954).

respectively. The solid curve of Fig. 1 is the theoretical
T&, determined from Eq. (15) using the above data for
K and r,.

Under the experimental conditions, Mo T =12.1 and
therefore the second and third terms of Eq. (15) make
only a second-order contribution to T» for large 8's. As
a result, the agreement of the experimental data and
theoretical curve is mainly a test of the angular varia-
tion of that part of the Hamiltonian resulting from the
secular terms in the laboratory frame. The relative im-

portance of the terms can of course be varied by
changing the temperature, i.e., varying r,.

The agreement between the theoretical curve and the
experimental data is good being within the estimated
experimental error of 6%. It can be concluded therefore
that the weak-collision theory is valid in this case and
the relaxation contributions at co, and 2', follow the
expected dependency upon 8.
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Measurements have been made of quantum yield for external photoemission from pure and doped silver
halides and from samples with various surface preparations. Energy distribution curves for external photo-
electrons were simultaneously determined. The quantum yield for external photoemission was found to rise
smoothly from a threshold of about 6.2 eV to a yield of about 0.1 electrons per incident photon near 11-eV
incident energy for pure AgC1. The bulk of external photoelectrons were found to emerge with a uniform
distribution in energy between 0 and 2 eV for all incident energies (in contrast to alkali-halide results) with
the exception of a small tail which moves in proportion to increasing incident energy. Only a slight indication
of the onset of band-to-band scattering was found. Models to account for these results in terms of multiple
electron-electron scattering, nonvertical transitions, and the contribution of the second valence band are
discussed in light of the recent theoretical band scheme for the silver halides. Surface treatment and dopings
of Cu+ and Ni+ (significant in terms of photographic and photoconductive eGects) were found to have little
effect on intrinsic photoelectric properties of AgC1.

I. INTRODUCTION
' ~~ESPITE the plethora of experimental observations

on the optical and electrical properties of the
silver halides, ' surprisingly little about the details of
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the energy bands has been inferred from first principles.
Only in the last year has there been a band calculation
available, ' analogous to those for typical alkali halides
or Si and Ge. Recent techniques have shown that con-
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